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What one can check out in the new and exiting Sony laptops is the new and compact laptop series.
The new addition made to the list is named as Samsung Mini N148. Samsung laptops price list has
gained another reasonable options for users.

Smartly engineered, this laptop model imbibes almost all the striking features that are expected out
of some good and updated models offered in the market today. Certainly a tough competitor, to
other line of laptops, the new Samsung Mini N148 has been created keeping in mind the changing
pace and requirements of modern day computing.

This latest netbook by Samsung features a number of highlights and certainly captures advanced
incorporations that are enough to impress this era of users. Also named as a wholesale netbook the
choice of Samsung Mini N148 is not just supported by what the brand claims as it has a lot to with
what it brings along.

Samsung N148-DA02 is definitely a perfect alternative for your choice if you take a look at its below
listed specifications:

Fist and the foremost to mention is its 8 hour battery lifetime, which has come over as a fabulous
addition to its grace and stunning outlook. No one can ask any thing better than this. This netbook
PC has light-weight due to which it is quite an easy option to carry along wherever one is going. Has
a wide screen having 10 inches of chassis and involves a 1280x800 pixel resolution.

The overall build, size, weight, and electric battery living have made this netbook to be counted
amongst one among those unbelievable models. But if you're nevertheless not convinced either
approach, listed below are the specifics. When support comes it delivers its best to serve the
computing needs of the users. Further, it features simpler Technique booting that takes just a few
seconds. Additionally it has a pleasurable advantage of a video card.

Next to count on is its display customization that must be easily accomplished by modifying the
brightness, color balance and contrast. Al in al it can be said that the wholesale netbook's capability
has been to show graphics where the text quality is undeniable.

The Samsung Mini N148 Price has been offered considering the low budget pockets and thus the
name has been smartly set as a wholesale netbook. It is really a great model to invest in.
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